
My Friend Rabbit
Season 1 Episode 1a~7a

Viewing and Listening Exercises



Lesson 1. Episode 1a

click here to watch the episode

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m2EGj2Wwbqw&t=29s


I. Complete the sentences using the correct words in the bottom box.

1. You can use the word “_________________” to tell your family and friends that something is very small.

2. You _________________ something if you like it very much.

3. An event or experience is a _________________ if it is fun and exciting.

4. If an animal is _________________ , its body is covered with thick, soft hair.

5. A _________________ is an answer to a problem.

6. Something is _________________ if it has holes or cracks that let liquid or gas pass through.

7. The word “_________________” means “a reason you give to explain an action”. The reason could be true or not.

• blast • adore • furry • leaky • excuse • teensy • solution
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II. Write 1 to 7 in the blanks to put the events in the correct time order.

______ The beaver dam starts to leak.

______ Rabbit and Mouse go nut-boarding.

______ The beaver takes a shower at the dam.

______ Mouse tells Thunder that Hazel is a squirrel.

______ Mouse scratches Rabbit’s back as hard as he can.

______ Thunder arrives at the beaver dam with the Gibble Goose Girls.

______ Jasper says that Rabbit’s itchy back and the leaking dam are two problems.
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III. Choose the correct answer.

1. Rabbit and Mouse made up the word “fur-fuffle”. It means “a _________________”.
A. big mess
B. good idea
C. teensy problem

2. Rabbit uses _________________ to scratch his back.
A. some nuts
B. his toenails
C. a piece of wood

3. Thunder is a _______________.
A. frog
B. rhino
C. crocodile



III. Choose the correct answer.

4. Mouse thinks he and Rabbit should find the beaver, but they cannot leave the leaky dam.
So, _________________.
A. Thunder offers to help Mouse and Rabbit
B. Mouse and Rabbit ask Thunder where the beaver is
C. Mouse tells Thunder to look for the beaver together with the other animals

5. Thunder finds _________________ in the water.
A. Hazel
B. Jasper
C. the Gibble Goose Girls

6. The beaver _______________ the leaky dam.
A. loves
B. wants to fix
C. is not interested in
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IV. Match the characters with their ideas in the bottom box.

A. Fix the dam using his own ears. D. Think fast because the pond is getting out.

B. Use acorns to plug the holes in the dam. E. Two problems possibly lead to one solution.

C. Make the water leak back into the pond.
F. Give the dam a big hug to cheer it up and stop it 

from leaking.

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 



V. Fill in the blanks with Yes or No to complete the table below.

CHARACTER
Did Thunder look for these qualities in the characters?

Likes water A big tongue Big teeth A big, flat tail Furry

Hazel Yes 3. ________ 6. ________ 10. ________ 14. ________

Jasper 1. ________ No 7. ________ 11. ________ 15. ________

The beaver 4. ________ 8. ________ 12. ________ 16. ________

Gibble Goose 
Girls

2. ________ 5. ________ 9. ________ 13. ________ No


